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Abstract 
In the 3G wireless multimedia systems, variable data rate transmission is essential for 
integrated service. Isochronous traffic of different connections should be scheduled 
in an evenly spaced manner to avoid excessive buffering requirements. The Most 
Regular Binary Sequence (MRBS) provides such a regular channel splitting sequence 
to support any arbitrary data rate asymptotically and avoid excessive delay. Generally, 
delay in each connection will not exceed one scheduling cycle. Flexible assignment 
of transmission slot to match connection requirements exactly improves the 
efficiency of bandwidth allocation in multi-rate operations. This sequence provides a 
distributed solution for traffic scheduling. With the proposed slot scheduling 
algorithm in multi-access control, collision-free transmission is achieved. 
Besides, a novel code splitting sequence, the Most Regular Code Sequence 
(MRCS), has been proposed to optimally support matched multi-rate transmission in 
the wideband CDMA systems and serve any arbitrary requested data rate. Based on 
UTRA model, MRCS gives spreading code optimization on OVSF code tree to 
support different applications. The flexibility of MRCS improves the channel 
utilization efficiency, which results in an overall capacity gain in supporting traffic of 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In the vision of third-generation (3G) wireless system and future mobile 
communication, wireless multimedia applications will become a part of our daily life. 
Different classes of traffics are supported with their respectively required quality of 
service (QoS). Variable data rate transmission is essential for such integrated services. 
This can be done by means of efficient assignment of slots, frequencies, codes or 
their combination. 
As we all agree, radio spectrum is the most valuable resource of a wireless 
system. Spectrum efficiency is one of the primary concerns in system design. No 
matter what kind of scheme is used, there is always a high demand on efficient 
bandwidth allocation. Scheduling techniques for multi-user access are required for 
these mixed-traffic wireless networks. Resource allocation and channel assignment 
in the 3G wireless systems have been discussed in many recent research work [1] [2]. 
Better resource management means more efficient bandwidth utilization. 
Consequently, more users can be supported in the system and this gives an overall 
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capacity gain. 
In this thesis, I will focus on the bandwidth allocation of variable rate 
transmission for mixed-traffic wireless systems, especially based on the wideband 
CDMA systems [3] [4]. Channel splitting optimization can improve resource 
utilization and allow better sharing of bandwidth by different users. Resource 
scheduling has been suggested in the case of multiple users under different classes of 
traffic requirements to achieve contention-free transmission. As a result, flexible 
multi-service operations can be done in wireless multimedia systems. 
An introduction on mobile cellular systems is given in Chapter 1，especially on 
how to share resource by multiple users. The evolution of mobile communication, 
basic information of 3G cellular systems, concepts on cellular systems and multiple 
access, and resource management for multi-rate operations will be discussed so as to 
provide the background knowledge for this research work. 
1.1 Evolution to 3G Mobile 
1.1.1 First Generation 
At the end of the 19th century, electromagnetic waves were initially discovered as a 
wireless communication medium. Mobile car phone service was firstly introduced in 
the late 1940s. The early mobile systems were inhibited by their low capacity and 
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limited mobility. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, analog cellular systems were 
developed. They are much improved in the system capacity and user mobility. These 
cellular systems provide voice transmissions only. The Advanced Mobile Phone 
System (AMPS), Nordic Mobile Telephone (NMT), and Total Access 
Communication System (TAGS) are the well-known IG systems, which are based on 
frequency division multiplexing (FDM) techniques. 
1.1.2 Second Generation 
Second generation (2G) wireless systems have employed digital modulation, 
advanced semiconductor technology and improved call processing techniques to 
have better transmission quality, system capacity, and coverage. Compared to IG 
systems, spectrum-efficient schemes such as TDMA or CDMA techniques are used 
in 2G systems. The major standards include Global System for Mobile 
Communications (GSM, Europe, previously named as Groupe Special Mobile), 
Personal Digital Cellular (PDC, Japan), IS-136 (US, TDMA) and IS-95 (US, 
CDMA). Although 2G systems mainly provide wireless voice service, data 
transmissions are supported too. There are various IG and 2G standards used in 
different countries or regions. Most of them are incompatible. 
1.1.3 Third Generation 
In 1992，globalization of cellular mobile standards is suggested by ITU (International 
Telecommunications Union). Worldwide radio spectrum of frequencies around 2 
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GHz is allocated for 3G radio systems. The standardization on IMT-2000 
(International Mobile Telecommunications 2000) framework has been carried out to 
provide seamless wideband (bit rates up to 2 Mbps) multimedia services. Different 
radio transmission technologies (RTT) have been proposed for IMT-2000. 
Harmonization of these air interface proposals results in the recommendations of 
CDMA-based wideband cellular 3G solutions, WCDMA and cdma2000, as the major 
future wireless mobile communications standards [5] [6]. CDMA has been accepted 
as the major 3G multiple access scheme worldwide. 
The development of 3G standards is now going on in the two 3G partnership 
projects joined by multiple regional standards developing organizations (SDO). 
3GPP [7] works on WCDMA standardization. This is specified as UMTS [8] 
(Universal Mobile Telecommunication System) in 3GPP. 3GPP2 [9] works on 
cdma2000 standard. As a result of convergence, the global wideband CDMA 
standard has adopted three operation modes including Multi-Carrier (MC) CDMA, 
Direct Spread (DS) CDMA and Time Division Duplex (TDD) CDMA. MC-CDMA 
is based on cdma2000 while the DS-CDMA and TDD-CDMA modes are based on 
UTRA FDD (UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access, Frequency Division Duplex) and 
UTRA TDD specifications respectively. UTRA FDD proposal is mainly based on 
wideband DS-CDMA scheme while UTRA TDD is mainly based on wideband 
TD-CDMA scheme. In this thesis, we will have discussions on the bandwidth 
allocation in multi-rate TD-CDMA and wideband CDMA based on the UTRA model. 
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1.2 UTRA Framework 
UTRA is a 3G wideband CDMA standard. The basic chip rate in data spreading is 
3.84 Mcps (chip per second) and the carrier bandwidth is about 5 MHz. In 2G 
CDMA systems, the carrier bandwidth is much narrower. For example, in IS-95, the 
carrier bandwidth is approximately 1 MHz. Compared to the narrow bandwidth in 2G, 
UTRA is named as wideband CDMA. Orthogonal variable spreading factor (OVSF) 
codes are used in UTRA for data spreading. Variable user data rates are achievable 
with variable spreading factors. As defined, the frame length is 10 ms. User data rate 
can be changed on a frame-by-frame basis with corresponding spreading codes. In 
the duration of one frame, the spreading factor is kept constant. The idea of variable 
spreading factor codes is shown in Figure 1.1. 
Code ff us ing，F 1 
. frame by frame i i ^ J ^ 
1 \ \ ^^Keeping 
\ X \ \ I constant SF 
Frequency N . \ "“ | \ 
about • 
/ 0 10 20 30 、 
t(ms) 
Figure 1.1: Time-frequency-code space of OVSF-WCDMA 
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1.2.1 FDD and TDD 
Both FDD and TDD operations are supported in UTRA. UTRA FDD mode is 
optimized for wide area coverage operations in macro or micro cells while UTRA 
TDD mode is optimized for unlicensed cordless applications in micro or pico cells to 
achieve flexible data rates up to 2 Mbps. As newly defined, UMTS supports 
multi-carrier connections too. 
In FDD mode, uplink (UL) and downlink (DL) are separately allocated with 5 
MHz bandwidths respectively. In fact, TDD operation is quite similar to FDD 
operations. The main difference is that, in TDD mode, only one 5 MHz bandwidth 
will be shared by UL and DL with time slot scheduling. In the TDD mode, unpaired 
spectrum allocation is employed. Each of the 15 time slots within one frame (10 ms) 
can be allocated to either uplink or downlink. The flexibility in UTRA TDD slot 
allocation allows efficient spectrum utilization especially for asymmetrical uplink 
and downlink traffics. 
1.2.2 Channel Spreading 
Channel spreading is carried out by channelization codes, which can be used to 
distinguish different transmissions from the same source. In downlink, connections 
from the same base station (BS) to mobile stations (MS) are separated by different 
channelization codes managed by the radio network controller (RNC). In uplink, 
channelization codes are used to separate dedicated physical data channel (DPDCH) 
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and control channel (DPCCH) from the same terminal. 
Scrambling code is applied on the top of channelization code over data. In the 
downlink, transmissions from different base stations are separated by the applied 
scrambling codes. In the uplink transmissions, different mobile terminals are 
distinguished by their corresponding scrambling codes too. With scrambling code, 
different base stations or terminals operate with their own OVSF code trees [10] 
independently. Data spreading with channelization and scrambling codes are shown 
in Figure 1.2. 
In the downlink, the number of codes in OVSF code tree is limited. Code 
utilization efficiency should be considered with minimized channel interference. In 
the uplink, there is no need to consider much on the code resource usage. However, 
since users in the same cell are not synchronized and each is separated by the 
scrambling code, there is interference between each other. This is similar to the 
situation of using pseudo-random codes in data spreading. 
Channelization Scrambling 
Code Code 
Data w w 
K x ) - ( X )  
Figure 1.2: Data spreading with channelization and scrambling codes 
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1.2.3 OVSF Code Tree 
The spreading or channelization codes of UTRA are based on the Orthogonal 
Variable Spreading Factor (OVSF) techniques. OVSF codes are generated from a 
tree-structured set {(：；^⑷}二，which has a length of N chips. Spreading codes of 
different lengths are deployed in channel spreading. Orthogonality is kept between 
different codes to provide variable spreading factors. The code generation matrix is 
shown below: 
- C : “ l ) ] [ ⑴三纽 ( 1 ) -
Cn � Q / 2 � ‘ 2 ( 1 ) 
Cn ⑶ 三纽（2) 
Cn= C “ 4 ) = C 纽(2)「錯(2) 
• • 
• • • • 
CAN-i) 
_ C , m J | _ C•纽•纽 ( " / 2 ) _ 
where C 们 i s the binary complement of with a row of N/2 elements. 
The code tree generated by code matrix C^ is illustrated in Figure 1.3. 
According to the UTRA standard, one can use the spreading factors starting from 4. 
So, the maximum code used is 1/4. Codes from C4 to C256 are shown with the 
corresponding spreading factors from 4 to 256. To keep orthogonality in code 
assignment, there is an assignment constraint. In the tree, a code is not orthogonal 
with its parent-code or child-codes. For example, when Cj6(J) is used, its parent-code 
CsU) and child-codes�32(1) and €32(2) cannot be used. Iteratively, the parent-code 
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of C s � and the child-codes of C32� and €32(2) cannot be used also. OVSF codes 
are assigned to different users and operated following the rule of orthogonal 
spreading. Due to the inherent orthogonality, cross-correlation performance is 
optimal to support multi-user code assignment. 
C j l )  
� 8 � 
• • 
• • 
• • • 
• • 
— ^ • C 丨 6(15)   
Q(8) 
C2J256) 
A A A A 
• •豳 
SF= 4 8 16 256 
Figure 1.3: OVSF code tree 
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1.3 Cellular Concepts 
1.3.1 System Capacity 
System capacity is always a key consideration in cellular communication. In early 
mobile systems, base stations are equipped with high-powered transmitters to cover a 
large area. However, this implies that channel reuse will add co-channel interference 
throughout the whole system. Since the radio spectrum is limited, available channels 
are not enough for general purposes. 
Cellular concept is introduced with low-powered transmitter to reduce the signal 
coverage area. Channels are reused in areas far away when their co-channel 
interferences are small enough. Symmetrically, the whole geographical area is 
divided into small areas, cells, and each BS will be allocated a part of the total 
available channels. Neighboring cells use different groups of channels to minimize 
signal interference. So, higher utilization is achieved to solve capacity congestion. 
With channel reusing, the total available channels are divided by a collection of 
cells, which form a cluster. In the same geographical area, the smaller the cluster size, 
the larger is the number of available channels assigned to one cell. This means a 
larger cell capacity. Of course, a smaller cluster size implies that co-channel cells are 
closer and there is stronger co-channel interference. 
Although channel reusing helps to support more users, there is always a 
limitation on the provided system capacity. On the other hand, efficient channel 
10 
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assignment is required. Bandwidth allocation schemes are helpful to fully utilize the 
available channels. This can give a capacity gain in terms of supporting more traffics 
or a larger number of users. 
1.3.2 Multiple Access 
In order to share radio spectrum for different users, multiple access schemes are 
required to allocate channels for each mobile terminal or mobile station. Thus, 
operations of different users can be carried out simultaneously. There are four major 
types of multiple access schemes including Frequency Division Multiple Access 
(FDMA), Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Spread Spectrum Multiple 
Access (SSMA), and Packet Radio (PR). SSMA can be divided into Frequency 
Hopping Multiple Access (FHMA) and Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum 
multiple-access, which is usually referred to Direct Sequence CDMA (DS-CDMA) 
or in the short form CDMA. There are different PR protocols such ALOHA [11], 
CSMA [12], PRMA [13] and so on. Besides, there are some hybrid combinations of 
these multiple access schemes such as FDMA/CDMA (FD-CDMA), TDMA/CDMA 
(TD-CDMA) and FDMA/TDMA/FHMA used in GSM. 
FDMA 
The whole radio spectrum is divided into frequency bands as shown in Figure 1.4 (a). 
Each user is allocated a unique frequency channel, which is not shared by other users 
during the transmission period. Users keep using the same frequency channels 
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continuously. Usually, the channel bandwidth is fixed and relatively narrow. This 
multiple access technique is applied in IG cellular systems such as AMPS to provide 
narrowband transmission with bandwidth about 30 kHz. 
TDMA 
The spectrum is divided into time slots as shown in Figure 1.4 (b). Each user 
transmits data in the specified time slots cyclically. Time slot synchronization is 
required to have collision-free transmission. Different users will be allocated in 
different time slots. The transmission is not continuous. With time slot division, 
channel bandwidth can be more flexible than FDMA. This technique has been 
employed in most of the 2G cellular systems. In GSM, there are eight time slots in 
each frequency band of 200 kHz. 
FHMA 
The two spread spectrum (SSMA) techniques are FHMA and CDMA. In FHMA, 
frequency and time planes are divided into small frequency-time slots. Each user can 
transmit data continuously through different frequency-time slots according to the 
specific hopping pattern. Hereby, the narrowband signal is spread to a wide radio 
spectrum. Different user is assigned with different frequency-time hopping sequence 
such that no two users will share the same frequency-time channel. 
CDMA 
On the other hand, DS-CDMA scheme spreads the narrowband signal over a wide 
12 
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bandwidth by multiplying a pseudo-noise (PN) code sequence. Each bit in the PN 
sequence is called a chip. An n-bii PN sequence is chosen to be the spreading code. 
Each data bit is multiplied by the n-bit sequence such that the signal is spread out in 
the frequency domain by n times. The resultant data has a chip rate «-time of the data 
bit rate. This factor n is known as the spreading factor (SF), which is defined as the 
ratio of chip rate to the channel bit rate. This is shown in the following expression: 
^^ Chip Rate (cps) 
—Bit Rate {bps) ‘ ( •) 
Different mobile terminal can transmit data simultaneously in the same 
frequency band but using different codes. Zero channel interference is possible if 
orthogonal codes, such as Hadamard codes [14], are used and chip synchronization is 
performed exactly. Suppose there are two users using orthogonal PN sequences of 
(+1 +1) and (+1 -1) respectively, binary data ‘+1，and ‘-1’ are spread by first user 
with (+1 +1). This results in the spreading signals of (+1 +1) and (-1 -1) respectively. 
When receiving these spreading signals, the first user will de-spread them by 
multiplying with its spreading code (+1 +1). Consequently, data bits '+ l ' and ‘-1，are 
obtained corresponding to the correlation results of ‘+2，and '-2'. However, the 
second user will get zero in both cases when de-spreading with its codeword (+1 -1). 
This code orthogonality avoids interference from different channels. Details of PN 
sequence and the correlation properties can be found in [15]. 
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Figure 1.4: Frequency-time-code dimensions of multiple access schemes 
(a) FDMA (b) TDMA and (c) CDMA 
In asynchronous CDMA operations, perfect code orthogonality cannot be 
provided. PN sequences are used for data spreading. There is multiple access 
interference (MAI) among users. CDMA has a soft capacity. There is a trade-off 
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between the supported capacity and channel interference. The more the existing users, 
the higher is the MAI level. The performance and efficiency of CDMA can be found 
in [16]. 
1.3.3 Resource Management 
Optimal usage of the radio capacity is always an important topic in cellular systems. 
Radio resource allocation (RRA) [17] [2] is aimed to support mixed traffic with QoS 
guarantee. Call blocking and channel interference are minimized. Bandwidth 
utilization efficiency is concerned in resource management. 
In wideband CDMA proposals, code and time are scheduled to assign channels 
for different users. RRA is done to maximize the number of users supported within 
the limited bandwidth. Code-time plane is divided into slots. As shown in Figure 1.5, 
different requests are firstly managed by admission control with the information of 
resource estimation. Different combinations of time and code resource are scheduled 
to support multi-rate transmissions. Different schemes can be applied to offer 
bandwidth on demand with variable bit rates, such as variable spreading factor 
CDMA or time slot allocations in hybrid TD-CDMA to match the traffic rate. 
15 
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Figure 1.5: RRA for different CDMA operations 
1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
In this thesis, we will concentrate on the bandwidth allocation for wireless 
multimedia systems with the most regular sequences. It is interesting to see that these 
evenly distributed sequences are helpful generally in channel splitting and resource 
management. 
In Chapter 2，analysis on multi-user multi-rate operations and related works are 
presented. The details of the channel splitting sequences, the most regular binary 
sequence (MRBS) and most regular code sequence (MRCS), are introduced in 
Chapter 3. We will discuss the properties of this regular sequence category. In 
Chapter 4，multi-access control is done to achieve collision-free channel sharing. Slot 
scheduling algorithm is suggested to solve buffer overflow or data drop in slot 
contention. We have carried out evaluation and numerical analysis on the 
16 
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performance of proposed bandwidth allocations schemes under multi-class traffic. 
The capacity evaluation is based on the generalized Erlang B model for multiple 
streams. Chapter 5 contains the conclusions and future works. 
17 
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Chapter 2 
Analysis on Multi-rate Operations 
In this chapter, we will have a discussion on multi-rate operations and the faced 
problem in different multiple access schemes. Resource contention of multi-user 
multi-rate operations is investigated for efficient transmission. Suggested solutions 
on fully flexible data rate are proposed in Chapter 3. 
2.1 Related Works in Multi-rate 
Operations 
Multi-rate operation [18] is one of the most important features in 3G wireless 
systems. It allows flexible data rate communication for different classes of 
multimedia services. In WCDMA and cdma2000 systems, multiple rate 
transmissions are supported by variable spreading factor codes or multi-carrier 
schemes respectively. Data of different bit rates are spread with corresponding 
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spreading codes over the allocated spectrum. Related works and possible solutions 
on multi-rate operations in wideband CDMA and the hybrid TD-CDMA systems are 
described below. 
2.1.1 Variable Spreading Factor 
In UTRA FDD mode, flexible data rate is achieved by the techniques of variable 
spreading factor codes. The spreading factor can vary frame by frame. The basic chip 
rate in UTRA WCDMA proposal submitted for IMT-2000 is 4.096 Mcps [19]. In the 
recent harmonization of WCDMA and cdma2000, the basic chip rate of UTRA is 
modified to be 3.84 Mcps for system compatibility. The variable spreading codes 
with a factor ranging from 4 to 256 to support channel bit rates from 15 kbps to 960 
kbps in the uplink. There are 15 slots in each 10 ms radio frame such that each slot 
has a length of 0.667 ms. With base chip rate of 3.84 Mcps, there are 2560 chips in 
one slot duration. Multi-code operations are supported to provide higher bit rates. 
With spreading factor of 4，up to six parallel codes can be used to obtain a channel 
bit rate of 5.76 Mbps. Using channel coding of rate 1/2, a maximum user data rate of 
2.3 Mbps can be offered in uplink transmission. 
On the other hand, spreading factors of 4 to 512 are provided in the downlink. 
QPSK modulation has been adopted in downlink while uplink uses BPSK 
modulation. Channel bit rate in downlink DPDCH is almost twice of that in uplink 
DPDCH. Symbol rate ranges from 7.5 kbps to 960 kbps with the corresponding 
spreading factors from 512 to 4. Therefore, we have channel bit rates from 15 kbps to 
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1.92 Mbps. To provide higher bit rates, up to three parallel codes with spreading 
factor of 4 can be used simultaneously for single user to achieve data rate of 
approximately 2.3 Mbps. 
Table 2.1 shows the pairs of channel bit rate and spreading factor in the 
downlink of UTRA FDD mode with bit rates ranging from 15 kbps to 1.92 Mbps. 
Variable spreading factors are used in UTRA TDD mode too. 
Table 2.1: Pairs of channel bit rate and spreading factor in downlink 
Rate (kbps) 15 30 60 120 240 480 960 1920 
SF 512 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 
2.1.2 Data Time-multiplexing 
For multiple services on the same connection, mixed applications can be multiplexed 
to improve the bandwidth utilization. Different services, such as speech, video or 
packet data, are grouped in parallel into relevant DPDCH by time-multiplexer (MUX) 
with inner and outer coding [19] as shown in Figure 2.1. This is helpful to fit the 
combined traffic into the specific channel bit rate. 
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^ Time 
_ ^ MUX ~ A 」 
^ Outer and 
inner coding, 
^ interleaving ^ ^ DPDCHi 
Time — DPDCH2 
MUX — DPDCHS 
• • 
Parallel Services ... 
Figure 2.1: Data time-multiplexing 
2.1.3 Multi-carrier Transmission 
Besides, in 3G wireless systems, multi-rate operations can also be provided by 
multi-carrier or multi-code CDMA. MC-CDMA scheme has been proposed in the 
cdma2000 standard. Multiple spreading codes are used in parallel to support 
requested data rate. The channel spreading mechanism of MC-CDMA is shown in 
Figure 2.2. When the data rate cannot be matched exactly, a larger channel bit rate is 
provided to fulfill the requirement. 
In the UTRA FDD uplink, the maximum number of physical channels used by 
one client is defined to be 6. Taking this value, the number of codes used 
simultaneously to match the requested data rate is limited by 6. This is known as the 
channel splitting factor. As a result, the supported channel bit rate in MC-CDMA is 
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in the form of a combination of the basic code rates shown in Table 2.1. This value 
can be expressed as the following polynomial: 
Provided Bit Rate =工 乂 . (15.2') kbps 
/=o 
where Ni is either one or zero. The total number of codes used is equal to the sum of 
N“ which cannot be larger than 6. 
In order to satisfy the requested data rate, Ri’ rate matching should obey the 
following inequality: 




where Ni is 0 or 1 and ^A^ . < 6 . 
/=0 
The above inequality can be solved by rounding up Ri to a binary expression 
with base of bit rate 15 kbps. Since there is a limitation on the maximum number of 
multiple codes used, Ri is rounded up to the closest combination under the restriction 
on Ni to fulfill the requested bit rate. An algorithm has been built in [20] for this 
procedure. The corresponding details can be found in this citation. 
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Figure 2.2: MC-CDMA channel spreading 
2.1.4 Hybrid TDMA/CDMA 
Hybrid TDMA/CDMA technique has been discussed in [21] to support multi-rate 
CDMA operations. Time slots with different lengths are provided for different 
transmission rates. Low bit rate services such as speech or voice call are operated in 
short time slots while high bit rate services are operated in long time slots. Both of 
them are spread over the whole bandwidth. The length of time slot is closely related 
to the bit rate. Variable length time slots can provide flexible transmission duration 
and thus different channel bit rates. 
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2.2 Problem in Multi-rate Operations 
2.2.1 Conventional CDMA 
In conventional DS-CDMA, the spreading factor is fixed. Taking the spreading 
factors proposed in UTRA as example, supported channel bit rates are limited to be 
multiples of 15 kbps. Each service will choose suitable channel with the 
corresponding spreading factor. Rate mapping is done to match the requested data 
rate to the limited set of supported data rates. This is shown in Figure 2.3. 
Requests 
” ” ” 
Rate Mapping 
15 30 60 120 240 480 960 1920 
^ 
Data Rate (kbps) 
Figure 2.3: Rate mapping of multi-rate requests 
However, this is not flexible enough. There is bandwidth wastage when the 
requested data rate is between two supported data rates due to coarse channel rate 
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quantization. A larger rate is given in this case. The problem is more serious when 
considering high data rate operations. The bandwidth utilization efficiency in 
multi-rate operations can be improved if any arbitrary data rates can be perfectly 
mapped. 
UTRA FDD proposal is based on conventional DS-CDMA provided with 
variable spreading factor. Bandwidth on demand can be provided with the concept of 
time-varying OVSF codes. By varying spreading factors frame by frame, a novel 
flexible bandwidth allocation scheme is proposed in Chapter 3 to fulfill any arbitrary 
requested rates asymptotically. 
2.2.2 Data Time-multiplexing 
Data time-multiplexing is used in the case of multiple services on the same 
connection only. Different applications are multiplexed and combined, and then 
mapped to the set of specified data rates and consequently achieve better bandwidth 
utilization. This is helpful for multiple and parallel services. However, the problem of 
coarse bit rate quantization is still here for combined traffic in the same connection. 
2.2.3 MC-CDMA 
MC-CDMA uses parallel carriers to support high transmission rate and match 
requested bit rate. Since the number of multiple codes used simultaneously for one 
user is limited, the requested bit rate will be rounded up to the closest value. With 
such an approximation, bandwidth wastage still occurs. 
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The effect of number of codes used in multi-rate operations on bandwidth 
allocation efficiency (BAE) is considered. Here, we define BAE as the ratio of 
requested bit rate (Rq) to the provided bit rate {Rp). In the ideal case, it is equal to 
one. 
= ¥ (2.2) Rp 
Assume that the requested rate is uniformly distributed between 15 kbps and 
1.92 Mbps (see Table 2.1). The expected bandwidth efficiency is 75% when single 
code is used. Let a,. = 1 5 - 2 ' ^ where i = 0，1’ •••’ 7. Since Rg is uniformly 
distributed between a! and a?, we can have the expected BAE of single code below. 
E[BAE 
'_=o V Kp ) 
二 t f � ( ( f l ,_+fl ,J /2� 
.=0 I ~ , 
/ = 0 ~ V 2j 2乂 
: 3 衬 …、 
一 3 
I— 4 
The average wastage with respect to the channel splitting factor has been well 
simulated in [20]. The efficiency can be improved to be 99% approximately when the 
channel splitting factor is larger than four. This means more than four codes are 
needed to have almost perfect utilization. However, since multi-carrier transmission 
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requires the receiver to be able to detect multiple codes simultaneously, this will 
increase the design complexity at the receiver side, especially at a thin mobile 
terminal. The larger the number of codes used simultaneously, the higher is the 
design complexity. MRCS is proposed to solve the problem of bandwidth wastage 
with single code and provide flexible data rate. It is simple and efficient. Any 
requested bit rate can be supported with single receiver at mobile station with ideal 
bandwidth utilization. 
2.2.4 TD-CDMA 
Hybrid TD-CDMA cellular systems can employ time slots of different lengths to 
provide multi-rate operations. In order to provide flexible rates, different slot lengths 
should be defined for the corresponding classes of services. It is not easy to have fine 
enough quantization levels for different transmission rates. System complexity will 
be increased. Concept of MRBS is useful in the multi-rate operations in hybrid 
TD-CDMA systems with time slot of fixed length. The details of MRBS will be 
addressed in Chapter 3 to support fully flexible data rate in TD-CDMA. 
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2.3 Problem in Multi-user multi-rate 
Operations 
To support multi-rate operations, the most regular sequence can efficiently schedule 
time slots in an evenly spaced manner. With any arbitrary data rate as a fraction of 
the total available bandwidth, the request will obtain a regularly distributed 
transmission slot allocation. The bandwidth request is scheduled evenly to avoid 
excessive buffering requirements. This will be discussed in Chapter 4 with details. In 
general, this category of regular sequences is useful in different scheduling problems 
to provide flexible multi-rate operations. In the case of scheduling traffics from 
multiple users, the shared resource will be split regularly among different requests 
with their demands on bandwidth. 
However, for multi-user multi-rate operations, slot contention will cause 
conflict among different users when sharing the channel by simultaneous 
connections. Suitable slot scheduling scheme is needed to solve this problem in 
multiple-access. Details of channel splitting sequence for wireless systems will be 
discussed in the next chapter while conflict resolution scheme for multi-user 
multi-rate operations is suggested in Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 3 
Bandwidth Allocation 
Using the IMT-2000 UTRA framework as the reference model, flexible resource 
assignment schemes for wideband CDMA systems have been proposed to achieve 
channel efficiency optimization. The Most Regular Binary Sequence (MRBS) [22] 
has been introduced for its inherent optimal splitting properties, which can provide 
the most regular channel allocation pattern. This sequence category is useful in 
different wireless systems including Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Code 
Division Multiple Access (CDMA) and the hybrid TD-CDMA systems to support 
bandwidth on demand. 
In wideband CDMA systems, the Most Regular Code Sequence (MRCS) has 
been suggested for spreading code optimization. Under this scheme, each mobile 
terminal will use one channel (code) only in every transmission slot. MC-CDMA 
requires multiple transceivers to support simultaneous multiple codes. Compared to 
MC-CDMA, MRCS scheme leads to a decrease in system complexity. This single 
code scheme is simple enough for thin mobile terminal with a single transceiver. 
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Users are switched between the two closest spreading codes to have a flexible 
transmission rate. 
Dynamic code reassignment has been discussed in [23] to support variable data 
rate. Spreading codes can be reassigned effectively in different transmission slots. 
OVSF code tree is adopted in the code division multiplexing to avoid multi-access 
interference (MAI) of different channels. Transmission slot scheduling for multiple 
users should be considered. This has been discussed later in Chapter 4. 
3.1 Most Regular Binary Sequence 
The Most Regular Binary Sequence has been extensively studied. Extremal zero-one 
valued sequence is generated in an evenly spaced manner to achieve any required 
asymptotic mean. The sequence generating function is shown below: 
咖 = � ( " + l ) . p " | - � n . p ] (3.1) 
where n is a non-negative integer and pe (0，1). In general, this generating function 
can be started from any initial phase 6 as <S(«) =�(m +1). + 权一�n. [22]. 
We have assumed the initial phase to be zero in the following discussions. 
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3.1.1 Properties of MRBS 
Asymptotic Mean 
For any real number p e (0，1)，the sequence { : = � ( n +1) • - � n. } has 
an asymptotic mean of p by taking limit on the summation of the MRBS with respect 
to n. 
nm-Xsck) 
� ( " + i ) . p _ 
= lim  — n (3.2) 
= Hm(" + l).尸+ J ,whereO<S<l 
/I—>oo f l 
:p 
Periodicity 
With any positive rational number p e (0,1), { : =�(m +1). —��.尸~| } is 
a periodic function. Since /? is a fractional number, we can express it in the form of 
m//，where m and I are relatively prime integers and 0 < m < / . The period is equal 
to I，which is the denominator in the fractional expression of p. 
Let n = i-l + j ’ where i, j>0 and j <l ’ 
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S(n) 
=-(/./ +川)宁]-卜./ + ;)〒 
/ , � + l M Z ! l ] _ � , � + i： ]^. (3.3) 
I I 
= �( y + l ) m ] �y . m  
一 ^ i ~ 丁 
From the above expression of S(n}’ we see that the function does not depend on 
i. For any integer n, S(n) will give the same output for the same j value. That is, 
S(n) = Sii-l + j) = Sij)，where; = 0, 1,2, . . . , / - ! . Hence, S(n) is a periodic function 
with period I. With any arbitrary rational number p, the corresponding regular 
splitting sequence can be generated. The generated MRBS is cyclic and 
deterministic. 
3.1.2 Construction of MRBS 
Considering a circle with marked checkpoints as illustrated in Figure 3.1，MRBS 
symbols of ‘0，or ‘1’ can be constructed when walking around the circle in the 
clockwise direction. Symbol '1' is generated by MRBS if passing through or 
reaching the checkpoint with solid-square. Otherwise, symbol ‘0，is outputted. 
Staring with n = 0 and walking step by step of size p along the circle, corresponding 
values of the splitting sequence are generated. 
In this example, step size p is equal to 1/3. Corresponding symbols are 
generated as the sequence {0，1/3，2/3, 1’ 4/3’ 5/3, 2，7/3，8/3, ...}• Consequently, {1， 
0，0} is produced periodically while walking around. In the circle with rational p, 
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starting from any checkpoint, the generated sequence will repeat the pattern once it 
has reached that point. The number of steps passing through is the period of the 
sequence. In fact, we can have the same MRBS pattern with any initial phase 6. 
I Check Point 
{0，1，2，…} 
1/3 / \ 1/3 
* 
。 乂 Checkpoint 
1 ^ ^ \ {1/3，4/3，7/3，…} 
{2/3, 5/3, 8/3,...} ^ ^ ^  
' 1/3 
5(n)= (” + l).全-".全 
Figure 3.1: Constructing MRBS (p = 1/3) by checkpoints in unit circle 
3.1.3 Zero-one Sequence under MRBS 
Example: p = 1/3 
With = + - � " . / ?" I ’ set p to be 1/3，the following sequence is 
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generated. 
S{n) = { l , 0 , 0，1，0，0，1，0，0，1，0，0，1，0，0，…} 
This sequence is periodic with the zero-one pattern { 1，0’ 0 } cyclically. Taking the 
average value of this zero-one pattern, we have the mean of 1/3. 
Zero-one valued sequence with asymptotic mean 1/3 is shown in Figure 3.2. 
Along the asymptotic line, value of np at each step is projected or rounded up to the 
closed integer. The function np gives a periodic sequence of 
{ 0，1’ 1，1，2, 2, 2，3，3，3，…} while f u n c t i o n � ( � +1) . "[ gives a periodic sequence 
of {1，1，1，2，2，2’ 3，3，3，4，. }，which is a shift version of the sequence�np"]. From 
the curves, we can see that both of them increase by one with a period of 3. The 
difference of these two sequences is either zero or one and gives the resultant pattern 
1’ 0’ 0 }，which gives the required asymptotic mean p. 
Example: p = 3/7 
Let p to be 3/7，we will have the sequence: { 1,0，1，0，1，0’ 0，1，0，1，0，1，0，0，.. }. It is 
periodic and has the zero-one pattern {1，0，1，0，1，0，0 } cyclically. The average 
value of this sequence is equals to 3/7. 
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Figure 3.2: Zero-one valued sequence with asymptotic mean 1/3 
3.2 MRBS in TD-CDMA 
As discussed before, TD-CDMA technique can support multi-rate operations by 
defining time slots with different lengths corresponding to the service data rate. Short 
and long time slots are used for different classes of traffic. Although variable length 
time slot can provide flexible rates, this increases the system complexity due to 
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various definitions of transmission slots. MRBS is advantageous to offer any 
arbitrary requested bit rate in time-division resource allocation scheme with a basic 
slot unit. 
Exploiting the most regularly splitting property of MRBS on TD-CDMA, we 
can allocate resource with known time slot sequence in channel assignment. Based 
on TD-CDMA, baseband signal is spread over defined bandwidth. Transmission slots 
are assigned to users corresponding to the zero-one valued sequences. For different 
requests of data rate，MRBS governs the user admission such that they can access the 
slot and transmit if it is T . Otherwise, the use will be idle and wait for coming slot. 
3.2.1 Time Slot Optimization 
With any arbitrary data rate as a fraction of the total bandwidth, the request has a 
regularly distributed allocation sequence. Suppose the requested data rate is 尺,and 
the total bandwidth is R, bandwidth fraction p, is defined as: 
(3.4) 
where J]/?. </?and5]p,. <1. Assume that Ri is a rational number, p, can be 
I I 
expressed as a fractional number too. 
By the MRBS generating function � =� ( n +1) • ] - � n • ， z e r o - o n e 
valued sequence is generated to achieve the asymptotic mean For example, if p, is 
equal to 2/3’ the outputted periodic sequence is {l，l，0，l，l’0，l，l’0，...}. S(n) is 
switching between one and zero to achieve an average rate of 2/3. The time slot 
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assignment is shown in Figure 3.3. Symbol '1' means the user can access the channel 
and transmit data. On the other hand, it needs to wait if the symbol is ‘0’. The period 
of this sequence is 3 corresponding to pi of 2/3. 
Code 
FrequencyX \ A ^ ^ A A \ 
1 1 o\ 1 1 0 
\ \ (Transmit) (Transmit) (ldle)\ (Transmit) (Transmit) (idle) 
about 5MHz\\ \ 
} 1 2 3 4 5 6 ~ 
Time Slot 
Figure 3.3: MRBS time slot assignment with p, = 2/3 
3.2.2 Sequence Generator 
The model of the sequence generator is shown in Figure 3.4. With the requested data 
rate, p„ the sequence generator will be switching between ‘1’ and ‘0，according to the 
sequence number n, which represents the slot number. Consequently, a specific 
MRBS is obtained. This sequence provides an asymptotic mean of the requested data 
rate. It matches the request well with long enough run. Optimized time slot allocation 
in TD-CDMA is achievable for flexible data rate. 
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Pi 一 Sequence  
Generator J  
• — 0 
Figure 3.4: MRBS generator 
3.3 Most Regular Code Sequence 
The idea of MRBS has been extended to produce the Most Regular Code Sequence 
(MRCS). MRBS will generate zero-one valued sequence. We have proposed this 
extension [24] to generate fraction-valued sequence with required asymptotic mean. 
This regular fraction-valued sequence is useful in the spreading code optimization of 
CDMA systems. 
The sequence generating function is defined as: 
C(n) = / V ( 1 ) P / p J - � " . p / Pl ] ) (3.5) 
where n is a non-negative integer, p e (0，1) and pi is the closest value to p in the 
form of 2"' such that Pl< p. 
3.3.1 Properties of MRCS 
Proposition 1 (Asymptotic Mean) For any real number p e (0’ 1), the sequence 
C(n) defined by { C : C(w) = •([(« + } , where n is a 
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non-negative integer and pi is the closest value to p in the form of 2 ' such that 
Pi^ < p, has an asymptotic mean of p. 
Proof 
By the definition of MRCS, 
Z c w 
k=0 
= l > L . ( � ( h l ) p / P z > � l p / p J ) (3.6) 
k=0 
= P l . ( � ( " + 1)P/PL1) 
Taking limit of the summation with respect to n, 
= l i m丄 / v ( � ( ” + 1)WpJ ) 
= l i m 尸 加 + 特 J 
fi—oo n 
= lim^——~~,whereQ<S<\. (3.7) 
n 
=P (end of proof) 
Proposition 2 {Periodicity) With any positive rational number p e (0，1), the 
sequence generating function { C : C(«) = + Pl~\~W' P^ Pl^)} is 
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periodic. The period is equal to I’ which is the denominator in the fractional 
expression of p. 
Proof 
With the above definition of p, we can express p in the form of mjl, where m 
and I are relatively prime integers and 0 < m < / . Let w = ./十 j, where i，j>0and 
j<l, 
, /. , , m i-m j.m 
[Pl PL I'PL 
/ • 1 � / /. , . 1 �饥 /-m ( / + l)m 
I'Pl Pl I.Pl 
Substituting the above two expressions into the function C(n), 
C(n) 
= Pl'{ + P i y i n - p / P l ] ) 
� / . m (/ + l ) m l � / . m / • m V 
=Pl.——+ - + - ~ 
I, PL 1-PL PL I.PL J 
Since pl is the closest value to p in the form of 2'' such that p^S p, V pl = 2', 
which is an integer. We have the following expression: 
C(n) 
” r [ 化 + ( 3 8 ) {PL I.Pl PL I'PL ) 
( j + l)m j-m 
= P l . — 
I I.Pl I'PL 
In the above expression, C(n) is independent of i. For any integer n, the function 
C(n) will give the same result if they have the same j value. That 
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is,C(«) = C(i'l + j) = C(j), where j = 0，1，2，...，/-I. Hence, C(n) is a periodic 
function with period I, 
(end of proof) 
With any arbitrary rational number p, a regular fractional splitting sequence can 
be generated. MRCS is a periodic function for any positive rational number p 
between 0 and 1. Expressing p in the form of m/l, where m, I are relatively prime 
integers, the period is equal to /. MRCS is a cyclic and deterministic sequence. Both 
of MRBS and MRCS follow the same idea of most regular channel splitting 
sequence with evenly spaced value. They have different kinds of applications in 
resource allocation. 
3.2.2 Construction of MRCS 
Considering the circle as shown in Figure 3.5, MRCS symbols are constructed when 
walking around in the clockwise direction. In this example, p is equal to 1/3，symbol 
‘1/2，is generated if passing through or reaching the checkpoint with solid-square. 
Otherwise, symbol ‘1/4’ is outputted. Staring with n = 0 and walking with step size p 
along the circle, the corresponding splitting sequence is given. 
In Figure 3.5，{1/2，1/4，1/4} is generated periodically. With rational number of 
p’ starting from any checkpoint, the generated sequence will repeat the pattern once it 
has reached that point. The number of steps passing through in the meantime is equal 
to the period of the sequence. 
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I Check Point 
1/3 ( \ 1/3 
^ ^ \ {1/3，4/3,7/3,…} 
{2/3’ 5/3，8/3’ …} ^  
‘ 1/3 
C(n) = - (n + l)'-/- - n-- -4 V ‘ 3/ 4 3/ 4 
Figure 3.5: Constructing MRCS (p = 1/3 and pi = 1/4) by checkpoints in unit circle 
3.3.3 Fraction-valued Sequence under MRCS 
Example: p -1/3 
With C{n) = . ( � ( � + l)/?//?z^l-��.尸/Ptl)，set to be 1/3，pi is 1/4 since pi is 
the closest value to p in the form of 2"' such that Pl< p. Substituting p = 1/3 and pi 
= 1 / 4 into C(n), we have c⑷丄’丄，丄’丄，丄’丄’丄，丄，丄’..1. This sequence is 
� 2 4 4 2 4 4 2 4 4 
periodic with the pattern cyclically. Taking the average value of these 2 4 4 
� J 
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three fractional numbers, we have the mean value of 1/3. 
The generated sequence with asymptotic mean 1/3 is illustrated in Figure 3.6. 
Values of np along the asymptotic line are projected or rounded up with respect to 
r 1 � 1 3 1 3 1 3 the step size of p^. Function np I p^ gives <^0 , - , - , 1 ,1- , 1 - , 2, 2 - , 2 - , ••• • I 2 4 2 4 2 4 
while function p + 1 j - p / ] gives i - , 1 , 1 - , 2, 2 - , 2 - , 3, •••[ . As 
[2 4 2 4 2 4 
� n � 
shown in Figure 3.6, p^ (n + l)-p/p^ is a shifted version of p^ np / p^ . The 
difference of these two sequences is either 1/4 or 1/2 and gives a pattern of 
< with period of 3. This is shown by the resultant dots of C(n) in Figures 2 4 4 
3.6. 
Comparing MRBS and MRCS with p = 1/3，it is interesting to find that the 
MRBS {l, 0，0} has been transformed into « 丄，丄，丄 > by distributing the value 1 in 
[2 4 4J 
MRBS among the zeros. The sequence variance is smaller in MRCS than that in 
MRBS. However, both MRBS and MRCS have based on the same idea in generating 
the regular sequence. They have the same mean and similar features. 
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1/4 • • t t 丁 
1/3 0 ——• n 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Figure 3.6: 1/2 or 1/4 valued sequence with asymptotic mean 1/3 
Example: p = 3/7 
If p is 3/7，PL should be 1/4. MRCS will generate the sequence C(n) as 
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f l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 T“. • 
1：；，：；，7，了，：；，：；"，了’：；，：；’7，"7，7，：；，了，.[. This sequence is periodic with the 2^ 2 2 4 2 2 4 2 2 2 4 2 2 4 
fractional pattern j丄’丄，丄，丄，丄，丄，丄，…[cyclicaly. The average value of this [2 2 2 4 2 2 4 J ^ 
sequence is equals to 3/7. 
3.3.4 LCC and UCC 
In order to minimize the variance of code rate in MRCS, p i is chosen to be the 
closest lower bound on the requested pi. This is named as the lower-closest code 
(LCC) while the upper-closest code (UCC) is defined as the closest upper bounds on 
Pi respectively. Therefore, LCC(i) < p, < UCC{i). By the defined set of spreading 
code quantization levels, UCC is equal to LCC if pi is in the form 2"'. Otherwise, 
UCC is twice of LCC. With two codes only, it is enough to build MRCS with any 
specified asymptotic mean. 
Zero-one valued sequence is generated by MRBS while fraction-valued 
sequence is generated by MRCS. For spreading code optimization in wideband 
CDMA, MRCS gives a smaller deviation by using fractional values instead of 
zero-one values. Both of MRBS and MRCS have similar channel splitting patterns 
although they have followed different quantization levels in the step-by-step 
projection. 
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3.4 MRCS in WCDMA 
In order to optimize the bandwidth allocation efficiency with single code 
transmission, MRCS is efficient in code-division resource allocation scheme to 
provide the channel splitting sequence. Time varying spreading factor assignment is 
adopted. Based on UTRA, transmission time is divided into frames of 10 ms. Here 
we define the transmission duration unit as one frame, namely transmission slot. One 
code is used in each transmission slot. Without loss of generality, MRCS scheme can 
be used in different CDMA systems of different transmission slot duration. 
Any arbitrary requested data rate, is supported with asymptotically zero 
bandwidth wastage by using time varying spreading code consisting of two rates in 
the forms of UCC (R/l) and LCC (/2/2'+i) such t h a t / ? / < / ? , < /? /2 ' , where R is 
the total bandwidth provided. Switching between them, the requested data rate can be 
provided in the asymptotic time average. Besides, these two closest rates provide the 
minimized rate variation in the time varying code assignment. 
3.4.1 Spreading Factor Optimization 
For CDMA systems, MRCS is proposed to generate channel code splitting pattern 
such that we can achieve spreading factor optimization. Under this scheme, we try to 
use the channelization codes in data spreading efficiently. Assume each request has a 
data rate which is a fraction /?, of the total bandwidth, such that p. = RjR where 
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5>,、/?and5>,.Sl. 
i i 
Considering a capacity of 3.84 Mbps with basic chip rate 3.84 Mcps, which 
supports data rate from 15 kbps to 960 kbps, the defined data rates can be expressed 
in fractions of 2'', where i = 2, 3, . . . ， 8 . This value, 2"', is defined as the code rate of 
transmission. The corresponding spreading factors are shown in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: SF codes against requested data rates and corresponding code rate 
Rate (kbps) 15 30 60 120 240 480 960 
�D + 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Code Rate —— ——一 —— 一 - — 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 
SF 256 128 64 32 16 8 4 
The MRCS generating function is shown below: 
where pi is the code rate defined in Table 3.1 such that p. 
With any requested data rate Ri, a code sequence is obtained by the above 
equation such that codes corresponding to p i and pu are generated, where 
Pu =2. PL if p i s not in the form of 2"'. These two codes are the LCC and the UCC 
respectively. For example, if data rate of 375 kbps is requested, p is equal to (375 
kbps / 3.84 Mbps) = 25/256. The closest lower and upper bounds are 240 kbps and 
480 kbps respectively. For a bit rate of 240 kbps, the corresponding code is T^. So, 
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the LCC has a pl of 1/16. The difference defined inside the parenthesis of the MRCS 
function is either one or two. Consequently, C(n) is either pi or pu. In this example, 
the spreading code is changing between 1/16 and 1/8 to achieve an average code rate 
of 25/256. 
MRCS inherits the properties of MRBS. It is regular and periodic for rational 
number p. The asymptotic mean equals to p. Taking p = 25/256 as example, the 
fo l lowing periodic sequence is outputted wi th asymptotic mean of 25/256. 
f l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
f . I W I = < ^ ― — — — ^ ― ― ― 111. • • • 、 
�…l8，8，16，8，16，8，16’8，8，16，8，16’ 
The generated code sequence is shown in Figure 3.7，in which we can see that 
the MRCS generator switches from 1/8 to 1/16 regularly. The period of this sequence 
is 256. MRCS keeps using codes of either UCC or LCC to have the minimum 
fluctuation in the code rates. 
3.4.2 Code Generator 
The model of code generator is shown in Figure 3.8. With the requested data rate, p“ 
we compare this value with the code rates in Table 3.1 to have the LCC value. The 
code rate comparator produces the value pl for the code generator. This value is 
substituted into the proposed generating function C(n). Consequently, the code 
generator will be switching between UCC and LCC in different transmission slots. 
Finally, a specific MRCS is obtained. 
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Figure 3.8: MRCS code generator 
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As discussed before, this sequence has an asymptotic mean of the requested data 
rate. That is, it matches the transmission rate exactly after a long enough run. This is 
the ideal case in terms of bandwidth allocation efficiency. There is no bandwidth 
wastage for any arbitrary requested transmission rate asymptotically. Spreading 
factor optimization is achieved with MRCS scheme in wideband CDMA systems. 
3.4.3 Uplink and Downlink 
Variable spreading factor codes are supported in both the uplink and downlink 
transmissions of WCDMA. The UTRA FDD uplink and downlink data spreading and 
modulation are shown in Figure 3.9. In the uplink, channelization codes are used to 
separate different dedicated physical channels from the same mobile terminal. In the 
downlink, channelization codes are applied to separate different transmissions from a 
base station to mobile terminals. Scrambling codes are added after channelization 
codes. The idea of MRCS is helpful in both directions with varying time spreading 
factor assignment. 
In the UTRA FDD mode, OVSF code tree is used to provide orthogonal 
channelization codes and avoid MAI. In the downlink, spreading code 
synchronization can be performed well to hold the orthogonality. However, channels 
are usually asynchronous in the uplink transmissions from different users. Spreading 
code cannot be well synchronized to avoid MAI this case. The issue of code 
orthogonality and performance has been discussed in [5] with details. 
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Figure 3.9: UTRA FDD data spreading and modulation 
(a) Uplink and (b) Downlink 
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Chapter 4 
Multi-access Control 
In this section, we will discuss the multi-access control in the most regular channel 
splitting sequences. The problem of resource contention in the situation of multiple 
users can be solved by slot scheduling to offer conflict-free transmission. In an 
evenly spaced manner, MRBS avoids excessive buffering requirement in slot 
scheduling. This is an important feature of the most regular sequence. Following the 
transmission priority disciplines, deterministic scheduled MRBS is obtained. Both 
the base station (server) and users (clients) can individually generate the same 
scheduled slot allocation sequence provided that requested data rates in the system 
are known. This is useful in the channel allocation and network management for 
different requested services. Algorithm on transmission slot scheduling has been 
proposed. Contention resolution is available. 
In UTRA FDD mode, OVSF code tree is employed as the set of channelization 
codes. Due to its orthogonality in data spreading, OVSF can effectively avoid MAI 
caused by different channels. Suitable slot scheduling in MRCS can maintain the 
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orthogonality when using OVSF code tree while optimizing channel utilization. This 
is helpful in the practical operation of wideband CDMA systems to support mixed 
traffic. 
System performance has been studied including the system blocking probability 
and capacity utilization efficiency. Simulations have been carried out on the slot 
scheduling. 
4.1 Conflict and Resolution 
In the case of scheduling traffics from multiple users, shared resource is split 
regularly among different requests with respect to their fractions in the total 
bandwidth. Resource contention occurs in both MRBS and MRCS schemes for 
multi-user multi-rate operations. Conflicts among different users occur when using 
the channel simultaneously. Suitable scheduling scheme is needed to solve conflicts 
in multiple access. 
4.1.1 Conflicts in MRBS and MRCS 
In fact, the conflict problem in MRBS-TD-CDMA model is similar to that in 
MRCS-WCDMA system. Slot contentions in MRBS and MRCS are shown in Figure 
4.1 respectively. Merging of different requested rates generally leads to resource 
conflicts. In Figure 4.1 (a), suppose there are three users A, B and C with rate of 1/3 
each. Slot assignments are done according to their rates in MRBS. In slot 1，both of 
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them are '1' and want to access the channel. However, the sever can provide one ‘1’ 
only now. There is a conflict between user A, B and C. In general, there will be 
conflicts when merging two or more users. Besides, some slots are wasted and no 
one will access it such as slot 2 in the Figure 4.1 (a). 
On the other hand, as shown in Figure 4.1 (b), resource conflict occurs in 
MRCS too. With the generated code sequence from MRCS, there is a conflict in slot 
1 since it needs a total of (1/2 + 1/2 + 1/2 = 3/2) to fulfill the code rate requests from 
all the three clients. However, the total resource is at most 1 now. Resource wastage 
occurs too such as slot 2 in Figure 4.1 (b). 
4.1.2 Resolution with Buffering 
Conflicts in MRBS and MRCS are can be resolved with proper buffering and 
scheduling. Examples of conflict resolutions of MRBS and MRCS are shown in 
Figure 4.2 with respect to the cases in Figure 4.1. In Figure 4.1 (a), we buffer both A, 
B and C first. Such that, user A can access slot 1 if it has a higher priority under 
scheduling disciplines at that moment. In slot 2，B and C have a higher priority to 
access the slot since they have buffered data now. Iteratively, we can allocate the 
resource in the server to clients and provide conflict-free scheduling as shown in 
Figure 4.2 (a). 
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^ ^ ^ Conflict Wastage 
User A: 1/3 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 
User B: 1/3 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 
User C: 1/3 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 
Server: 1 ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 | 1 
(a) Conflicts in MRBS 
^ ^ ^ Conflict Wastage 
User A: 1/3 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 丨 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 
User B: 1/3 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 丨 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 丨 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 
User C: 1/3 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 丨 1/4 丨 1/2 丨 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 丨 1/4 | 1/4 
Server: 1 ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ 1 | 1 
(b) Conflicts in MRCS 
Figure 4.1: Resource conflicts in (a) MRBS and (b) MRCS 
For MRCS, buffering and scheduling should be done too in order to resolve the 
conflicts in transmission. The server needs to provide resource corresponding to the 
sum of total requests. As shown in Figure 4.2 (b), user A can access slot 1 and 
transmit data with corresponding code 1/2 while both B and C can send 1/4. Parts of 
the data are buffered. User with buffered data is prior to have the transmission since 
it has buffered data. Consequently, A, B and C will fully utilize the merging slot 
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allocations in the server and have conflict-free transmissions. Details of the 
scheduling algorithm will be discussed later. 
User A: 1/3 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 
User B: 1/3 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 
User C: 1/3 | o | o | l | o | o | l | o | o | l | o | o | l 
Server: 1 | A | B | C | a | b | C | A | b | C | a | b | C 
(a) Conflicts resolutionin MRBS 
User A: 1/3 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 丨 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4  
User B: 1/3 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 丨 1/4 | 1/2 丨 1/4 丨 1/4 丨 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 丨 1/4  
User C: 1/3 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 丨 1/4 丨 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 
Server: 1 丨 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 丨 1 丨 1 丨 1 丨 1 丨 1 丨 1 丨 1 丨 1 
(b) Conflicts resolution in MRCS 
Figure 4.2: Conflict resolution in (a) MRBS and (b) MRCS 
4.2 MRBS Transmission Scheduling 
4.2.1 Slot Scheduling on MRBS 
Slot scheduling algorithm for MRBS is essential to rearrange the allocation sequence 
and provide collision-free transmission. This can be performed in a distributed 
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manner to have the resultant pattern by both the base station and its clients. 
Assume there are M users in the system and each has requested data rate Ri with 
corresponding Based on MRBS 5, (7) = � ( j + l ) p ,~ | -� j ' . p~\，we have sequences 
Si(j) for each user i with respect to transmission slot j. There is a buffer for each client. 
In MRBS, the buffer size is '1' which is equal to the amount of data will be 
transmitted in one transmission slot. The buffering and scheduling model for MRBS 
is shown n Figure 4.3. Gray slots indicate conflicts. 
1 0 0 1 ——• V 
1 0 0 1 ——• ~ ^ • 1 1 1 1 
I 1 I 小 I 1 H f S 冊 r 
Clients Buffer 
Figure 4.3: Buffering and Scheduling Model for MRBS 
MRBS Slot Scheduling Algorithm (SSA) 
Initialization 
1. Obtain H, where /= 1...M Buffer size B! = ‘1，for all /•• 
2. R= ^ R i and p, = Ri/R where R, the total supply, is the sum of all demands 
i 
and Pi can be expressed in the form of m, / /,. N = LCM (IJ. 
3. Generate Si(j)for each client with the corresponding p, where/= 0 ... AM. A/is 
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the number of slots for one complete cycle when considering all s,(i). 
4. Set bi(0) = 0, where bi(j) is the number of buffered data of client i at slot j. 
5. Give a preset priority indicator, /D,, for each client where /D, = 1.../W. ID, 1 is 
the highest. Clients with higher requested data rate has a higher priority ID. It 
gives the priority order corresponding to /?,. > p.^^. /D, is preset to be unique 
for each i by user information if they have the same p,. 
6. Define di(j) to be the duration between (Si(j) == 1) and (Si(j+d) == 1). 
Steps 
1 • Start with j = 0’ assign bH) by bi(j)+Si(]). (buffering data first) 
2. Denote the highest priority client by H. 
2.1. Sort clients with respect to b.(j)>bi^j(i) . If there is a unique 
maximum bi(j), set its ID to be H, go to Step 3; else go to Step 2.2. 
2.2. Sort clients with respect to d.(j) <d^^iQ) . If there is a unique 
minimum di(j)，set it to be H, go to Step 3; else go to Step 2.3. 
2.3. Sort client with respect to s.(j) > s.^^(j). (Current arrival has a higher 
priority.) If unique, go to Step 3; else go to Step 2.4. 
2.4. H is chosen from clients with respect to ID!. 
3. bnO) = bnOh 1 (allocate slot j for client H) 
4. End if y = AM, else / = / + 1 and go to Step 1. 
Basically, the transmission slot scheduling follows two priority disciplines in 
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terms of buffer delay and requested data rate. Buffered data should be transmitted 
with highest priority to avoid excessive delay and buffer overflow. Secondly, request 
of higher data rate can transmit with a higher priority since it has heavier load and 
need to send data more urgent. This is done to avoid buffer overflow if the buffer size 
is limited. In our model, buffer size is strictly limited to be ‘1’. This guarantees that 
the current arrival should be transmitted before the coming arriving. Otherwise, there 
will be a buffer overflow. As a result, the scheduling delay is at most one cycle of the 
sequence. 
Following the idea of using buffers for temporary resource insufficiency, we try 
to fully utilize buffer capacity to resolve transmission conflicts. Buffering plays an 
important role in the transmission scheduling. 
4.2.2 Properties of Scheduling Algorithm 
Proposition 3 At any slot j, no more than one user will obtain the allocation slot. 
Proof 
In Step 2 of the MRBS-SSA algorithm, at any slot j, H will be chosen based on 
the screening steps 2.1 to 2.4. It is obviously that there is only one highest priority 
client after Step2.4 because the preset priority indicator ID is unique. The slot at the 
server will be allocated to the client with /D". Therefore, no more than one user will 
transmit at the same time. 
(end of proof) 
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With Proposition 10 and Proposition 11 as proved in Appendix A, we have 
Equation (A.5), 0 < S ( j ) - M - I, where S(j) is the sum of T s in all user 
requests up to slot j and SMU) is sum of T s provided up to slot j corresponding to the 
sum of Pi. S(j) is the total number of required slots from all users. The difference of 
"demand and supply" is always smaller or equal to M-1. At any slot j, before slot 
allocation, the difference is always smaller or equal to M. Thus, there is a need to 
have a total buffer capacity of M before slot allocation. As defined in the MRBS-SS A 
scheduling, the buffer size of each user is equal to ‘1’ exactly. There are totally M 
buffers, which is enough to solve the problem of temporary insufficiency. The total 
capacity (allocated slots + buffer capacity) can satisfy all clients without buffer 
overflow or data drop if we can fully utilize the buffer capacity. This is the reason 
why we always do buffering first before slot allocation. Slot is assigned to the most 
urgent client with earlier coming of ‘1，in the sequence and larger pi. 
With Proposition 3, no more than one user will transmit at the same time. Data 
will be buffered firstly and only the highest priority user can send each time. There is 
a possibility of buffer overflow before slot allocation when both Si(j) and bi(j) are one 
since the buffer size is set to be one only. Now, the problem is how to avoid buffer 
overflow and consequently data drop. Our proposed algorithm focuses on how to use 
the buffer capacity effectively to avoid unsolvable conflicts. 
Proposition 4 All arrivals at slot j can be scheduled in the process of MRBS slot 
allocation without buffer overflow if following algorithm MRBS-SSA. 
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Proof 
We will prove the proposition by induction. Let P(j) be the proposition that "all 
arrivals at slot j can be scheduled in the process of MRBS slot allocation without 
buffer overflow if following algorithm MRBS-SSA". 
When j = 0，there are M arrivals and we can buffer all of them since all the 
buffers are free initially. There is no buffer overflow. So, P(0) is true. 
buffers arrivals buffers 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
M-< ——一—— 
0 1 1 
• • • 
• _ • 
• • • 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
0 1 1 
V - 
• 0) 5,(; = 0) b乂j = 0) 
bef buffering s(j=0) aft buffering s(j=0) 
bef slot allocation of G=0) bef slot allocation of (j=0) 
bef: before aft: after 
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When j = 1, there is at most one arrival because there are M-1 buffered user. If 
there is more than one user, it will violate the upper bound of the "demand and 
supply" inequality. This new arrival will not cause buffer overflow because we will 
allocate one slot for the user and transmit its buffered data before the new arrival. 
This follows the algorithm MRBS-SSA that the user with buffered data and most 
urgent arrival has the highest priority to be allocated. So, P(l) is true. 
buffers arrivals buffers buffers arrivals 
" 0 1 1 0 1 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 
M< —— —— —— —— —— 
0 1 1 1 0 • • “ • • 
• _ _ . 
• _ • • • 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 0 
^ I I I I I I I 
= s,.(; = o) • ( ) ) bXj = o) sXj = i) 
bef buffering s(j=0) aft buffering s(j=0) bef buffering s(j=1) 
bef slot allocation of (j=0) bef slot allocation of (j=0) aft slot allocation of (j=0) 
bef: before aft: after 
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Assume P(k-l) is true. Now, we want to show that P(k) is true too. We need to 
prove that P(k) is true for any valid number of arrivals. 
Let P(k,i) be the proposition “i new arrivals at slot k can be scheduled without 
buffer overflow if following algorithm MRBS-SSA". 
When i = 0，P(k，0) is true since there is no new arrival and this will not cause 
any buffer overflow or data drop. 
When i = 1, we want to check whether this is true. Firstly, we model the 
situation in which P(k-l) is true. Then, we consider whether there is overflow if there 
is one new arrival (i = 1) in the next slot (j = k). 
arrivals buffers arrivals buffers one new arrival at k 
1 0 1 1 1 0 0 
1 0 1 1 0 °「 1 0 
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 : : : 0 0 0 • • • ^ 
1 0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 • 0 1 1 0 0 … 0 
M< —— —— —— —— —— —— —— 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
• • • • 0 0 0 • • • 瞧 
1 1 0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 : : : 0 0 0 
• • • 
1 0 0 0 0 0 1 V l___J 1 _ _ 
• 0) 5,(^ -1) b^-l) 
bef buffering s(k-1) aft buffering s(k-1) 
bef slot allocation of (k-1) bef slot allocation of (k-1) 
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This new arrival will not cause buffer overflow because we will allocate one 
slot for this user and transmit its buffered data before the new arrival at j = k. This 
scheduling follows the algorithm MRBS-SSA that the user with buffered data with 
most urgent arrival has the highest priority to be allocated. P(k，l) is true. 
Assume P(k,m-1) is true. Now, we want to prove that P(k，m) is true. Firstly, we 
model the situation in which P(k,m-1) is true. Then, we consider whether there is 
buffer overflow if there is one more arrival at slot k such that m arrivals totally. 
m-1 one more arrivals 
arrivals buffers arrivals buffers buffers arrivals such that m arrivals 
1 0 1 1 0 1 
1 0 1 1 Q 1 Cannot have one 
" Y " " Y " more arrival here. 
Otherwise, there are 
1 ： ： ： ： ： two arrivals to the 
“__ ‘ _ ‘ _ “__ ‘ _ same user. 
1 0 1 1 0 1 This is impossible. 
1 ^ 0 1 1 0 1 
M《 —— —— —— —— —— 
1 1 ° 1 1 ° If the arrival is here, 
： ： ： ： ： ； there will be an 
‘__ ‘ _ “ ‘ _ • _ _ overflow. However, 
1 1 0 1 1 0 is this possible? 
1 0 0 0 0 0 If the arrival is here, 
1 : : : : : then no overflow  
“_ “_ “_ • _ _ because it can be 
1 0 0 0 0 0 buffered. 
L__J L__J  
• 0) bXk-\) sM-i) b,{k-\) bM) sM) 
bef buffering s(k-1) aft buffering s(k-1) bef buffering s(k) 
bef slot allocation of (k-1) bef slot allocation of (k-1) bef slot allocation of (k) 
Looking at the above diagram, we want to know whether there is a possibility of 
overflow when there are now m arrivals at slot k. We need to consider the situation in 
which this arrival will go to the user with buffered data before buffering Si(k). There 
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are two such cases as shown in the following diagram. 
one arrival 
buffers arrivals buffers buffers here 
case (I) 0 1 1 • 1 1 
• • • • 
• • • or • 
• • • • 
case (II) 1 0 1 • 1 1 
• 1 ) 务 1) b M - i ) _ 5,(it) 
bef buffering s(k-1) aft buffering s(k-1) bef buffering s(k) 
bef slot allocation of (k-1) bef slot allocation of (k-1) bef slot allocation of (k) 
Firstly, we consider case (I). The buffered data bi(k) in the above diagram is due 
to the arrival Si(k-1). However, the buffered data at j = k-l of this user cannot be 
transmitted. This means that the transmission slot at j = k-l is not allocated to this 
user and then cause the overflow at j = k. Based on the algorithm MRBS-SSA, the 
reason is that someone has a higher priority than this user in the allocation of slot at 
(众-1). This is shown in the following diagram. 
one arrival 
buffers arrivals buffers buffers here 
user A 0 1 1 — • 1 1 
buffer 
c eared  
user B 1 0 • 0 1 
• 1 ) sXk-\) bXk-\) bXk) sXk) 
bef buffering s(k-1) aft buffering s(k-1) bef buffering s(k) 
bef slot allocation of (k-1) bef slot allocation of (k-1) bef slot allocation of (k) 
User B has a higher priority than user A and then is allocated the slot at (k-1). 
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How can B have a higher priority than A? By the algorithm MRBS-SSA, a higher 
priority is given for the user with current arrival if more than one user have buffered 
data with the same distance from the coming ‘1’. The situation is that B has a 
resultant buffered data at (k-i) due to an arrival at (k-i) and have a higher probability 
than A, or at least equal. 
If B has an arrival at (k-V)，it means that there are two users with the arrival 
sequence of {...11...}. By, Equation (B.4) in Appendix B, user with arrival sequence 
of {...11...} has a ratep, more than (2-l)/2=l/2. It is impossible to have 2 users with 
Pi more than 1/2 since the sum must be less or equal to 1. Therefore, case (I) is 
impossible. 
Secondly, we consider case (II). The buffered data bi(k) of user A is due to the 
buffered bi(k-l). However, the buffered data at j = k-1 of this user cannot be 
transmitted or freed. This means that the transmission slot at j = k-l is not allocated 
to A and then cause the overflow at j = k. Based on the algorithm MRBS-SSA, the 
reason is that someone has a higher priority than this user in the allocation of slot at 
(k-V). This is shown in the following diagram. 
one arrival 
buffers arrivals buffers buffers here 
user A 1 0 1 • 1 1 
buffer 
c eared  
user B 1 0 • 0 1 
. 1 ) 5,(^-1) bM) sXk) 
bef buffering s(k-1) aft buffering s(k-1) bet buffering s(k) 
bef slot allocation of (k-1) bef slot allocation of (k-1) bef slot allocation of (k) 
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Where does user A get the buffered data and then cannot be transmitted in the 
meantime? Assume A has an arrival at j = I. After buffering of this, its buffer cannot 
be cleared because there are some users with higher priority. 
Here is our discussion. Why A cannot be allocated at j = k-ll The reason is that 
there is one higher priority user who has buffered data at j = k-l and an arrival at 7 = 
k too. User A cannot be allocated slot for the buffered data in the meantime because 
other users occupy all the allocation slots. Without loss of generality, assume {m/， 
U2, ...} slots are occupied by user {1，2，...} respectively. As a result, they occupy all 
the (k-l) allocated slots from 7 = / to k-\. For these users, they should have at least 
one arrival ‘1，before or at j = k. Comparing to A, the last arrival of {«,} will be 
buffered before or at slot j = k. 
If all users (except A) are in the set of {m, }，they will have buffered data finally 
aXj = k before slot allocation. Therefore, the total number of buffered data excluding 
A is equal to M-1. Adding the buffered and arrival data of A, it is (M-1)+2=M+1, 
which is larger than M (the maximum number before slot allocation following the 
"demand and supply，’ inequality). This is a contradiction and the situation is 
impossible. 
Now, consider the situation in which some of users (excluding A) are not in the 
set of {ui}. If they have arrival ‘1，in the time 7 = / to k, then this arrival will be 
buffered. Since they are not in the set {«,}, they have lower priority and will keep 
data buffered. On the other hand, if some of these non-{w, } users have not ‘1，from j = 
I to k, tracing backward from j = I on these users for the latest arrival, they have 
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transmitted these before j = I. Otherwise, if they have not transmitted, these ‘I's will 
result in buffered data in the meantime and consequently have buffered data at j = k. 
This will violate the "demand and supply" inequality because there are (M+1) data 
buffered before slot allocation at j = k. How can these users transmit the arrivals 
before j = /? Since they have not ‘1’ from j = I io k and are non-{w, }，other users 
always have an urgent arrival than them. This type of user will be allocated a slot 
when there is no other buffered user. Then, the buffered ' I ' s at7 = / of users in set {m,} 
are due to arrivals at 7 = / or later by buffering first procedure. Counting the number 
of ‘1’ from j = lio k corresponding to u“ there should be (m,-+1) Ts in the duration. 
There are totally (k-M) slots from y = / to k. By Equation (B.4)，this gives a user 
probability, /?„ which is large than (m,)/(^-/+1). Summing all these {«,} probabilities 
and that of A, which is larger than !/(/:-/+1) by (B.5), we have 
Z 1 M, 1 k-l p, > + > ——•= + = 1 , ‘ k - l + l + \ k-l + l k-Ul 
which is larger than 1. This is a contradiction. 
Therefore, case (II) is impossible too. 
Now, combing case (I) and (II)，if there is one more user, it will not cause buffer 
overflow. Then, we can say that P(k,m) is true. Thus, the proposition P(k,i) is true. 
Consequently, P(k) is true. Therefore, by induction, it is concluded that the 
proposition P(j) is true. 
(end of proof) 
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Proposition 5 All allocated slots at the server will be occupied by clients. There is 
one and only one user who will transmit at any slot j. 
Proof 
At slot j, before slot allocation, since there is no buffer overflow or data drop 
(by Proposition 4)， 
i > , ⑴ 
/=i 
= S ( j ) - S j j - l ) 
= s{j)-[sAJ)-^] 
M 
Since S(j) - S^ ( j ) ^b^ ( j ) > 1. Therefore, there is at least one user with 
j=i 
buffered data. The allocated slot at the server will be assigned to the highest priority 
client among them. With the result of Proposition 3, no more than one user will 
obtain the supplied slot at j，it is concluded that one and only one user will obtain the 
allocated slot at any slot j. 
(end of proof) 
Proposition 6 After slot scheduling, the transmission slot sequences of all clients are 
periodic and deterministic. 
Proof 
For each client i, MRBS is generated corresponding to pi value. We have the 
following MRBS block of all clients. 
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Period = /, slots 
M • 
Client 1 {p^ =mjl,) \ cycle 1 | cycle 2 ~ I . . • I cycle N iT^ 
Client 2 =饥2 "2) cycle 1 cycle N / 
cycle 1 
cycle 1 cycle 2 . . . cycle . • 
Client M (p, = " m ) | cycle 1 | | cycle N/l^ 
M • 
Period =/w slots  ^ 
N slots 
As shown in Equation (3.3)，each MRBS is periodic. The period is equal to 1“ 
Consequently, the above MRBS block is deterministic and periodic with a cycle of N 
=LCM (//) provided that we know all pi. 
Since 0< S(N)-S,^(N)< M-I and Si(N) = 1 for all i by the property of 
MRBS, 
SiN) - SM (AO = S{N-\)-S^{N-\) + M-\ 
0<S{N-\)-Sf, ( i V - l ) < 0 
which implies that S{N {N-\) = 0. Because there is no buffer overflow 
and slot wastage, bi(N-l) = 0 after the slot allocation. 
Therefore, Si(0) = Si(N) = 1 and bi(0) = _ ) = 0 for all L With the same MRBS 
block, the same scheduled MRBS block is given. It is deterministic and repeats with 
a cycle of N slots. 
(end of proof) 
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Looking at Equation (A.5), 0 < S{j) - (7) < M - 1 . In the beginning of 
every cycle, Si(0) = 1. This implies that we need to buffer exactly (M-1) of them after 
allocating one slot for them. Intuitively, the upper bound is given by the buffered data 
at slot j = 0. This is the most "congested" situation. In the end of every cycle, it is 
shown that bi(N-l) = 0. So, all buffers are cleared now and this gives a lower bound 
on the buffering capacity, which is zero. We have the upper and lower bounds on the 
difference of total requested number of slots and provided one. 
4.2.3 Scheduled MRBS 
With any given requests the scheduled MRBS will be generated after transmission 
slot scheduling. For example, as shown before in Figure 4.1 (a), the MRBS is 
rearranged to be the conflict-free MRBS in Figure 4.2 (a). 
^ ^ ^ Conflict Wastage 
User A: 1/3 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 
User B: 1/3 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 
User C: 1/3 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 
Server: 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ 1 | 1 
Looking at the above example, since these three users have the same /?„ the 
priority indicator is preset according to their user information such that IDA < IDg < 
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IDc. At slot 0，data are buffered such that bi(0) = 1. Since both of A, B and C have 
buffered data, the same distance to the coming ‘1’，which is 3 slots, and all buffered 
data comes from current arrivals, the transmission slot is allocated to IDA according 
to the preset priority indicator. Then, bA(j) = 0. Iteratively, the scheduling is shown in 
the following table. At any j, slot is allocated by considering the bi(j)’ di(j) and 
Scheduled slot is offered to users corresponding to their priorities. 
Si(j) H I ) 禱 biC) atter Allocated slot to 
Slot j ABC ABC ABC H allocation ABC 
0 111 111 333 A 011 100 
1 000 01 1 X22 B 001 01 0 
2 000 001 X X 1 C 000 001 
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 333 A 01 1 100 
Remark: 'X'means "Don't care". 
As a result, we have the scheduled MRBS sequences of A, B and C as {100...}, 
{010...} and {001...} respectively. There is no transmission conflict now compared 
to their MRBS. Consequently, Sij) 一 ( j ) = 0 . This is described as the following 
diagram. 
User A: 1/3 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 
User B: 1/3 | o | l | o | o | l | o | o | l | o | o | l | o 
User C: 1/3 | 0 | 0 | l | 0 | 0 丨 l | o | o | l | o | o | l 
Server: 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 丨 1 | i | i 丨 i 
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4.3 MRCS Transmission Scheduling 
4.3.1 Slot Scheduling on MRCS 
Based on the OVSF code tree, a requested data rate is allocated with corresponding 
variable spreading codes from the code tree. When MRCS bandwidth allocation 
scheme is applied, code collision between different users can occur. Looking at the 
example of Figure 4.4，gray slots indicate conflicts. Data buffering and scheduling 
should be performed to avoid code collision. 
1/2 1/4 1/4 1/2 ——• V 
1/2 1/4 1/4 1/2 ~ • A • 1 1 1 1 
/ Server 
1/2 1/4 1/4 1/2 • Z 
Clients Buffer 
Figure 4.4: Buffering and Scheduling Model for MRCS 
Assume there are M users in the system and each has data rate Ri with the 
corresponding p, = Ri/R. Based on MRCS, different sequences are generated. The 
generator is expressed as: 
書 - 网 (4.1) 
V Pun Pui)� 
where Ci(j) is the code rate of user i at transmission slot j. 
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In the example described by Figure 4.4，three clients share the total bandwidth 
equally. Each has p, of 1/3. Buffer size is set to be the corresponding UCC value of 
each user. At slot j = 0，the sum of c,(/j equals to one and half. However, the 
maximum affordable code rate is one. So, it is impossible to fulfill all of the three 
clients at this moment. It is possible to resolve the conflict by suitable buffering. The 
priority disciplines in MRCS slot scheduling algorithm are the same as those in 
MRBS-SSA algorithm. The algorithm is similar. 
MRCS Slot Scheduling Algorithm (SSA) 
Initialization 
1. Obtain f?,, where /• = 1.../W. 
2. R= Ri and p, = Ri/R, where p, = m, / /,. N = LCM(li). 
i 
3. 1/2'"' < <1/2 ' , UCC(i): UF 1/2'and LCC(i): /, = 1 / 2 、 
4. Buffer size B, = u； 
5. Generate Ci(j) for each client with the corresponding p,’ where y = 0 ... A/-1. 
6. Set bi(0) = 0, where bi(j) is the number of buffered data of client i at slot j. 
7. Give a preset priority indicator, /D,, for each client corresponding to p. > . 
IDi is unique for each i. 
8. Define 珊 to be the duration between {Ci(j) == 1) and _ + d ) == 1 )• 
Steps 
1. Start with j = 0，buffering data first, assign bi(j) by bi(j)+Ci(j). 
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2. Allocate /, to client i with bi(j) = i/, (buffer-full) such that bi(j) = //• 
3. Sort the users with respect to their priorities. 
3.1 Sort by . 
3.2 Sort by c,.(/ +7) (/+/). 
3.3 Sort by current arrivals, Ci(j) == 1. 
3.4 Sort by ID, 
4. Allocate the left (1 - ^  /,) to clients corresponding to their priority. 
/ -
5. End if / = A/ -1, else / = / + 1 and go to Step 1. 
4.3.2 Properties of Scheduling Algorithm 
Following the arguments of MRBS, MRCS will be most "congested" at the 
beginning when j = 0 and all the data will be freed after the complete cycle. It is 
intuitively projected that the difference of "demand and supply" has a lower bound of 
zero and an upper bound corresponding to the sum of sequences at (/ = 0) minus 1， 
such that 0 < C ( ; ) - C ^ ( ; ) A total buffer capacity of ^m. before slot 
‘ i 
allocation from the server will be enough to solve the problem of temporary 
insufficiency and fulfill all clients without buffer overflow if we can effectively 
utilize the buffer capacity. There is no buffer overflow if allocating slot to the right 
user. This is the same idea as the MRBS slot scheduling. 
Basically, we should buffer data first and then consider the allocation priority 
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with respect to the urgency of each transmission. These are described in the MRCS 
slot scheduling algorithm. The main difference between MRBS and MRCS 
allocation scheme is that we allocate /, to clients with buffer-full firstly. The reason is 
that, in MRCS, the sequence is generally no zero and continuously switching 
between m, and /,. There is always a "risk" of buffer overflow for client with 
buffer-full whatever p, it has. So, we cannot just simply consider the amount of 
buffered data. Each client has a buffer size proportional to its data rate. Following the 
"avoid buffer overflow" discipline, we need to allocate and allow all urgent clients to 
send part of the requests if it is buffer-full. 
Similarly, at slot N’ aiO) = Ci(N) = 1 and bi(0) = _ ) = 0 for all i. With the same 
MRCS block, the same scheduled MRCS block is given. It is deterministic and 
repeats with the cycle N provided that we know all p,. It will be interesting to have 
more studies in future works on the properties of MRCS with its applications and 
give the mathematical proofs. 
4.3.3 Scheduled MRCS 
With any given requests p“ scheduled MRCS will be generated after the slot 
scheduling algorithm. For example, as shown before in Figure 4.1 (b), the MRCS is 
rearranged to be the conflict-free MRCS as shown in Figure 4.2 (b). 
Looking at the following example, suppose that IDa < IDb < IDc, the procedures 
of slot scheduling is shown in the table below. As discussed in the MRCS-SSA 
algorithm, b’i(j) = /, after slot scheduling if bi(j) = m,. The remaining channels (codes) 
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are allocated to users with respect to b’i(j) and the coming c(j+l) following the 
priority disciplines in MRCS-SSA scheduling. After that, bi”(j) is the finally buffered 
data. 
^ ^ Conflict I I Wastage 
User A: 1/3 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 
User B: 1/3 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | M2 \ 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 丨 1/4 | 1/4 
User C: 1/3 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 丨 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 
Server: 1 ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 | 1 ^ ^ ^ 1 i 
Ci(j) bid) bi'ii) Remaining c,{j+1) b,"0) Scheduled 
j A B C A B C A B C Resource A B C Transmit A B C slot 
0 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/2 1/4�k�k V^  � k � k VA A 0 � k Vz�k VA 
1 1/41/4 1/4 1/41/21/2 1/41/41/4 1/2 1/41/41/4 AB 001/4 1/41/2�k 
2 1/41/41/4 1/41/41/2 1/41/41/4 % 1/21/21/2 A B C 0 0 0 1/4141/2 
3 1/2 1/21/2 1/2 1/21/2 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 1/4 A 0 1/4 1/4 1/2 1/4 1/4 
Consequently, we have the scheduled sequences of A, B and C as {Vi, ...}, 
{1/4，1/2，V4, ...} and {Vi, Vi, V2, ...} respectively. There is no transmission conflict now. 
This is shown as the following. 
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User A: 1/3 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 丨 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 丨 1/2 丨 1/4 丨 1/4 
User B: 1/3 | 1/4 | 1/2 丨 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 丨 1/4 
User C: 1/3 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 | 1/4 | 1/4 | 1/2 
Server: 1 | 1 丨 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 | 1 丨 i 
4.4 Performance Evaluation 
4.4.1 Simulation on Algorithm 
We have implemented the slot scheduling algorithms on MRBS and MRCS, and 
carried out simulations with random number of users and random The normalized 
Pi is then used to generate the most regular sequences for slot scheduling. No ERROR 
message on buffer overflow occurred after runs of the SSA algorithm. It indicates 
that there is no unsolvable code collision with the provided buffering. 
Procedures of simulations on the SSA algorithm 
Proc. 1: Buffer data at slot /for each client, starting with /•= 0. 
Proc. 2: Check buffer overflow. If yes, send ERROR message and END. 
Proc. 3: Allocate slots for clients with the priority disciplines 
Proc. 4: Check whether no one needs slot, if yes, send WARNING message. 
Proc. 5: End if j = n, otherwise y = y + 1, go to Step 1. 
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4.4.2 Resource Utilization and Delay Bound 
Delay requirement should be considered in 3G wireless systems for delay sensitive 
traffic. In both MRBS and MRCS, the bandwidth request is scheduled evenly to 
avoid excessive buffering requirements and transmission delay. As shown in [25] 
[22], among all arrival sequences with the same asymptotic mean, sequence with 
constant inter-arrival times will give the smallest mean delay in queueing. This result 
encourages us to use the most regular sequences in bandwidth allocation and 
different scheduling problems. 
As shown in the "demand and supply" inequality, at any transmission slot;, the 
provided resource is always smaller or equal to the total requests. This means that all 
allocation slots at the server can be occupied by clients. All resource will be utilized 
with appropriate queueing. In the simulation on the transmission scheduling 
algorithm, it is checked whether there are idle slots on the server. No WARNING 
message of slot wastage occurred. Buffering before transmission is done. This 
guarantees that we will fully utilize all buffering capacity. 
Delay of client in MRBS is bounded by one cycle. Buffered data will be 
transmitted before the new arrival of ‘1，. The duration is equals to the distances 
between two successive T s . In MRCS, the buffer size of each user is equal to the 
corresponding UCC value. Transmission delay is bounded by twice of the slot time 
because the buffer size is just twice of the LCC value and it can buffer continuously 
for at most 2 transmission slots. That is, slot j data must be sent before the arrival of 
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data at j+2. Otherwise, there will be a buffer overflow. In the simulation, no buffer 
overflow occurs. The maximum queueing delay of each user is well bounded. 
The queueing discipline and scheduling algorithm are similar for both MRBS 
and MRCS. Buffered data must be transmitted before the coming of next 
transmission request. Otherwise, buffer overflows under strict constraint on buffer 
size. 
4.4.3 Blocking Model and System Capacity 
In a cellular radio system, limited radio spectrum is shared by a large number of 
users. The concept of trunking allows using a fixed number of channels to 
accommodate a relatively large and random number of users according to their 
statistical behavior. Each user is allocated channels (trunks) from a shared pool of 
available resource and returns the occupied channels after a holding time (service 
time). The arrival time and holding time of each user are random. The concept of 
trunking is especially useful in such a situation of resource sharing to accommodate 
random arrivals and departures. Since it is rare that all users are active at that same 
time, fewer channels are enough. Of course, there is a trade-off between the blocking 
probability and total provided trunks. 
Erlang B Formula 
The Erlang B model is important in trunking theory and queueing theory for 
modeling a blocking system and calculating its blocking probability in the 
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accommodation of a large number of users by limited trunks. The Erlang blocking 
model of M/M/m system has been clearly described in [26] with the birth-death 
process. Suppose there are m servers (trunks) and the arrival process is Poisson with 
rate A，the inter-arrival times of customers are independent with exponential 
distribution. The servers are independent and identical wi th service time of 
exponential distribution such that each customer w i l l have a service (holding) time of 
mean l / j u . The model is shown in Figure 4.4. 
Define the probability of system in state i to be p“ where i = 0, 1, •.., m, we can 
determine the probabilities of each states in such an M/M/m systems with the 
fol lowing expressions: 
(4.8) 
m QI 
where p^ = ^ ― and = A / / / . The traffic intensity p is the number of 
V'=o I. y 
arrivals per service time. 
By PASTA (Poisson Arr ival See Time Average) [27], the blocking probability is 
equal to such that: 
^ [ 
？x{blocking) = p �� =— ^ (4.9) 
m! 今 
which is known as the Erlang B formula. 
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i A A 
r r f V p .厂 x^ 
H' 2// mju 
Figure 4.5: The state diagram of an M/M/m system 
Generalization of Erlang B Formula 
Arthurs and Kaufman have obtained the generalization of Erlang B model in [28] 
[29]. The blocking probabilities of different-classes customers were given for a finite 
resource. Suppose there are C trunks and k Poisson arrival streams with mean rate 
，where i = 1, 2, k. Customer from stream i is defined as class i customer. Each 
class i customer requests bi trunks. Different classes of customers are defined with 
respect to their channel requirement. The service time for class i customer is general 
with exponential distribution of mean 1/" , . If a class i customer arrives and cannot 
find bi trunks available, it will be blocked. Here are some general assumptions of the 
model: 
(i) The customer arrival process to the whole system is a stationary Poisson 
process with mean rate of A. 
(ii) The holding (service) time of class bi customer has a mean of 1///. • 
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(Hi) There are totally k classes of customers. This value is finite but arbitrary. 
(iv) All the customers can share resource, which can be allocated and need not 
to be contiguous. 
(V) Customers will be blocked if their requests of bi trunks cannot be satisfied. 
Blocked requests will depart without further affecting the system. 
(vi) The system is in equilibrium. 
Let A (^') = (A^(')，N;'�’."，N:�) be the state of the system at time t, where N:'� 
is the number of class i customers at time t. The traffic intensity ( p . ) of class i is 
equal to 义,///,. • Defining the random vector N 二、N\’N”".�N妃、with stationary 
distribution of such that each Ni will evolve independently. Each Ni is a 
Poisson random variable with parameter p, • 
For infinite total resource (C = oo), we can model the system as M I M loo 
such that: 
k ~ Pi 
P、N =丨，，...，"*)) = n ^ P: . (4.10) 
If the total available resource is finite, the supported traffic is limited and it must 
satisfy the following inequality: 
化 (4.11) 
I 
Let Q be the set of allowable states under the finite resource. 
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‘ k ‘ 
Q = < c [ where m. >0. (4.12) 
、 ' = 1 
The probability of each state is give by 
k p «. 
P{N = ( « , , « J ) = n ^ • ^ ( ^ ) f o r all neO. (4.13) 
/=T" ! 
(k D ) 
where G ( a ) = X T l . 
In fact, Q. is the set of all valid combinations of m. The function G in the 
above equation is the normalization constant for the state probability. It depends on 
the available resource and classifications of data streams. So, we can express G as a 
function of C and K such that G(C,k)=Y, f l • 
By PASTA, the blocking probability of a class i customer can be expressed as: 
( k \ 
P L k : P n : Y , n j b j > C - b , (4.14) 
V J 
where n e Q.. 
Thus, 
f k \ 
PLk n : Y , n . b . < C - b . . (4.15) 
V >=i ) 
1 ^ /I 
In the case of complete sharing, since P[N = (n,，n:，...’ n^))=————-H 
(k广〜^ 
and G ( C , k ) = Y , f l ^ T ‘ the blocking probability can be given in terms of G 
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such that: 
4 ' = 1 - 酵 } (4.16) 
where function G(C’ k) can be calculated recursively by the algorithm suggested in 
[28]. 
IJ",,�p ‘ 
gC/，0= Z when i = 2, 3, k. (4.17) 1=0 
G(J,1)= X ^ y^hen i = 1. (4.18) 
1=0 “ 
Arrival Traffic 
Assume the request of each customer is an arbitrary discrete random variable, b’ such 
that, the probability that it belongs to data stream of class bi is equal to 中. 
P{b = = q^，where i = 1, 2, ... k. 
As a result, the total arrivals are split into different class streams with 
corresponding probability qi. Since the system arrival is a Poisson process with 
intensity 义，the splitting processes of the whole system are independent Poisson 
processes too with intensities of 义乂 respectively. So, we can treat the arrival rate 
in each stream independently. For simplicity, assume that the service time //. is the 
same for i = 1, 2 , k . Consequently, we will have the traffic intensity of each traffic 
class as 
A,- qA 
— = — = (4.17) 
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4.4.4 Numerical Analysis 
Numerical analysis on multi-rate operations is carried out for multi-class streams in 
bandwidth allocations. We use generalized Erlang B formula to model the blocking 
systems of multi-class users. Under the same blocking probability, the supported total 
traffic rates are compared by optimal bandwidth allocation scheme (e.g. 
MRCS-CDMA) and conventional CDMA scheme. 
Considering a system with a capacity of 32 Erlang, there are multiple classes of 
arrival streams and each has a request of bi Erlang. Suppose there are k classes, bi 
equals to i Erlang, where i = 1, 2, k. The total arrival traffic is equally distributed 
into different streams such that 
(4.20) 
where i= 1, 2 , k . Therefore, the arrivals to each stream class is equal to A.=— 
‘ k ' 
With optimal bandwidth allocation, fully flexible requested data rates are 
supported. However, in conventional single-code CDMA scheme, the quantization 
level is not fine enough. Requests of data rate in the form of 2' are supported. So, 
although there are k classes of arrivals, only the bandwidth in the set {1, 2, 4, k) 
are provided for different requests. In order to fulfill the requested data rate, rounding 
up is done to provide a higher data rate or trunk allocation. The bandwidth demand 
and supply is shown in Figure 4.6. 
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demand = b^  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
”各 i t W W { H " H ” 
^ ^ Y V  
1 2 4 8 16 supply = bf 
Figure 4.6: Channel request and supply under coarse bit rate quantization 
Results of the blocking probabilities under difference schemes are given in 
Figure 4.7-10. Figure 4.7 and 4.8 shows the blocking probabilities of arrivals in 
conventional CDMA and MRCS schemes respectively. Data are obtained for arrivals 
of classes 1 to 4 Erlang (1-4) and 1 to 8 Erlang (1-8) respectively. 
Under the same capacity, the blocking probability of the same class stream in 
the data rate set (1-8) is larger than that in the set of (1-4) since we need to allocate 
for some higher data rate requests. 
As shown in Figure 4.7，under the conventional CDMA scheme for (1-4), the 
blocking probabilities of arrivals with requests of 3 or 4 Erlang are the same because 
trunk of 4 Erlang will be given for both requests of 3 or 4 Erlang. This situation is 
similar in the case of set (1-8) and indicated by the group of curves in the figure. 
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Figure 4.7: Blocking probabilities of different classes in conventional CDMA 
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The blocking probabilities of different class streams under MRCS scheme are 
shown in the following Figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4.8: Blocking probabilities of different classes under MRCS scheme 
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The blocking probabilities of different classes in (1-4) under MRCS and 
conventional CDMA schemes are compared. Figure 4.9 shows the curves of data set 
(1-4) in both cases. The result shows that MRCS scheme outperforms conventional 
CDMA scheme. Under the same total arrival traffic intensity, MRCS scheme gives a 
lower blocking probability for the same class. 
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of MRCS and conventional CDMA 
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Average blocking probability is obtained by taking the average value of 
blocking probabilities in different classes with weightings corresponding to their 
traffic intensities. The overall performance of the conventional and optimal schemes 
are compared and shown in Figure 4.10. Under the same system capacity and same 
average blocking probability, MRCS scheme can support higher total arrival traffic 
intensity than the conventional CDMA scheme. There is more than 10% gain in 
system capacity under different blocking levels. This shows that optimal bandwidth 
allocation can achieve a higher utilization and consequently support more traffic of 
multiple classes. 
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Chapter 5 
Conclusions and Future works 
spectrum efficiency is always one of the most important issues in mobile 
communications. Based on the 3G wideband CDMA proposal, bandwidth allocation 
for multi-class traffic has been studied. Variable data rate transmission is essential for 
integrated multimedia services. In this thesis, we focus on the efficiency of channel 
assignment for multi-rate operations in wireless system. Time varying assignment of 
time-code resource provides fully flexible transmission rate. Channel splitting 
optimization is achievable with the evenly distributed sequence. 
The most regular binary sequence (MRBS) has been suggested in TD-CDMA 
operation to provide bandwidth splitting optimization. It is shown that collision free 
transmission is supported in the case of multiple users with the strict constraint on 
buffer requirement. Delay of each connection does not exceed one sequence cycle. 
Based on the slot scheduling algorithm, MRBS-SSA, every terminal can generate the 
scheduled sequence individually. This gives a relatively distributed solution for the 
whole system. 
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As an extension to MRBS, the most regular code sequence (MRCS) is proposed 
for spreading factor optimization in UTRA cellular systems. Any arbitrary requested 
data rate can be supported with zero bandwidth wastage asymptotically. 
Transmission slot scheduling has been suggested to avoid code conflict. Simulations 
on the implemented scheduling algorithm have been carried out. Collision-free 
transmission with OVSF techniques is helpful to avoid channel interference. 
In the numerical analysis, resource utilization under MRCS bandwidth 
allocation scheme is improved and hence allows higher traffic intensity in the whole 
system. Capacity gain is obtained by better sharing of bandwidth in different users. It 
is interesting to carry out further works on the most regular sequence, especially on 
the performance of fraction-valued category. Such kinds of regular sequences are 
helpful in different problems including transmission scheduling, resource splitting, 
packet reservation, and queueing algorithms. 
Although the standardization on global wireless communication systems will 
draw conclusions on the 3G specifications in the coming year, researches on radio 
technologies will never end. There are many research issues such as smart adaptive 
antennas, multi-rate multiple access, multi-user detection (MUD), multimedia power 





Assume there are M users in the system and each has data rate with corresponding 
Pi. Based on MRBS, different sequences are generated. The generator is expressed 
as: 
where Si(j) is either one or zero to represent whether the corresponding user i requests 
an access at slot j. 
Defining Si(j) and S(j) as the sum of T s of user i up to slot j and the sum of Si(j) 
of all users respectively, S(j) represents the required resource (total demand) in the 














Now, considering the total number of slots allocated by the system, since there 
are M users and each with requested data rate R“ it is supposed that the system will 
provide a combined bandwidth of sum of Ri. Denoting smU) and SmO) as the 
corresponding MRBS zero-one value in slot j and the sum of smij) up to slot j 
respectively. Here, SmU) is the total supply up to slot j. 
一 M 1 r M -
^mO')= (•/• + 1 ) . I > , - j 'Y^Pi (A.3) 
/=i /=i 
J � 广 M � _ 
= O' + l)- Y^Pi (A.4) n=0 V/=1 
With the above results of (A.3) and (A.4), we have the following statements. 
Proposition 10 Sij) > ( j ) for any time slot j. 
Proof 
1=1 
V i=l 7 











‘ M _ 
= o + D - Z a 1=1 
»=i 
“ M “ 
= Z k ； 1=1 
M [ W _ = I X + l A j j=i 1=1 
M p 1 f"似 _ 
(=1 (=1 
>0 
(end of proof) 
Proposition 11 (7) < M - 1 . 
Proof 
sU)-SAj) 
M p - , r M 一 
j=i /=i 
Case I: For all 0 , S ( j ) - = 0. 
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Case II: There exists b； 
sU)-SAj) 
M「 - r M -
i=l i=\ 
… [ i x 
1=1 
-M “ 
< M - 1 since >1. 
t 4 ''J 
i=l 
(end of proof) 
Hence, combing Proposition 10 and Proposition 11，the upper and lower bounds 
on the difference of ‘‘demand and supply" are given by the following inequality: 
0<S{j)-S^{j)<M-\. (A.5) 
From Proposition 10，at any transmission slot j , the total number of provided 
slots is always is less or equal to the requested one. This means that clients will 
occupy all supplied slots if none of the client slot transmission request is blocked or 
dropped. That is, all slots at the server will be utilized if there is an appropriate slot 
scheduling or allocation algorithm. From Proposition 11，although the sum of 
demands is always larger or equal to the supply, the difference is bounded by (M-1). 
We should use the buffering capacity, which has a total of M � t o hold the temporary 




Proposition 12 If there are totally I 7 ’s within k slots in a part of MRBS sequence’ 
where k>2, I > 2 and k>l, the corresponding p of the MRBS sequence is larger 
, 1-1 than . 
k 
Proof 
By definition of MRBS, 
i = l{k + j-i)p+e']-ljp+o'] (B.i) 
which follows the general equation of (3.1). 
Letyp = n + a, where is n is the integer part and a is smaller than 1. 
l=\{k-i)p + n + a + 0']-\n + a + 0' 
=[(/: -1)/? + a + [a +19] (B.2) 
= {{k -l)p + a]-\a] where a = a-\-d 
Let a = i + b, where is i is the integer part and b is smaller than 1. 
l = \{k-^)p + b']-\b'] (B.3) 
Case I: If 办=0，/ = r( i t - l )p] .Wehave 
l-l<(k-l)p 




CaseII: If 1 > ^ > 0 , / = r ( i t - l )p + Z7]-l .Wehave 
{k-\)p + b>l-\-l-l 
{k-l)p>l-b 
kp> I-b + p 
kp>l-{b-p) 
kp >1-1 where b<l 




(end of proof) 
If we have a part of MRBS with length of k, which has T in the beginning and 
the end, we have the following result from Equation (B.4), 
1 (B.5) 
since I = 2 now. Therefore, the corresponding p is larger than l/k. 
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